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Plane Geometry

Name _________________________________________________ Date  _______________

PURPOSE
Understand plane figures and how to use them.

HOW TO DO THIS COURSE: Do the steps in order. Write your initials and the date on the 
sign-off line when you finish a step. Two lines means you get the step checked and signed off 
by another student or sometimes by your academic supervisor. Turn your written work in to 
your supervisor. 

ESTIMATED TIME: 60 hours.

BOOK: 
Plane Geometry, Heron Books

NOTES:
1. Use a math notebook for all your work, labeling each problem so you and your 

supervisor can review your work at any time.

2. You are encouraged to find other resources as you need, including online math courses 
and tutorials.

3. Answers to exercises are in the Plane Geometry appendix. 

 A. NOMENCLATURE

 1. READ: “Notes” above. _________

 2. READ: Plane Geometry, Chapter 1 About Geometry. _________

 3. READ: Chapter 2 Geometric Terms, up to heading “Circles.”   _________

 4. DRILL: Exercise 1 in Exercises for Plane Geometry (attached to the 
back of this learning guide).   ____  ____

 5. READ: Chapter 2, section “Circles.”  _________

 6. DRILL: Exercise 2 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.   ____  ____
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 B. MEASUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION

 1. READ: Chapter 3 Measuring Angles, up to heading “Types of Angles.”  
Do the calculation at the end for yourself. _________

 2. READ: Chapter 3, section “Types of Angles.”   _________

 3. DEMONSTRATION: 

a) Draw and label an example of each of the types of angles named in 
the chapter (acute, obtuse, straight, right, adjacent). ___ 

b) Show how a straight angle is half of a circle and a right angle is half 
of a straight angle. ___ _________

 4. DRILL: Exercise 3 in Exercises for Plane Geometry. ____  ____

 5. READ: Chapter 4 Constructions, up to heading “How to Bisect a Line 
Segment.”  _________

 6. DEMONSTRATION: Use a compass to draw some arcs and circles, 
from the smallest your compass can make to the largest.  Practice until 
you can draw a full circle smoothly without moving the point from the 
center.  _________

 7. DEMONSTRATION: Use a compass to copy some lengths.  Draw some 
straight-line segments and copy them to a different place on the paper.   _________

 8. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Bisect a Line Segment.”  _________

 9. DEMONSTRATION: Draw some line segments with clear end points, 
then bisect them using your compass.   _________

 10. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Construct a Perpendicular from a 
Point to a Line.”  _________

 11. DEMONSTRATION: 

a)  Draw a line segment, then pick a point above it and construct the 
perpendicular to the line from that point. ___ 

b) Do this for a few different points. ___ 

c) Do it using a point on a line. ___ _________
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 12. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Bisect an Angle.”  _________

 13. DEMONSTRATION: Draw some angles and bisect them using your 
compass. Construct a 45° angle by constructing a 90° angle and  
bisecting it. _________

 14. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Bisect an Arc.”  _________

 15. DEMONSTRATION: Draw some arcs and bisect them using your compass. _________

 16. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Find the Center and Radius of an 
Arc (or a Circle).”  _________

 17. DEMONSTRATION: Draw several different arcs, then ignore the 
pinholes made by your compass and use the method shown to find the 
center and determine the radius of each one. Check the accuracy of 
your construction by seeing how close you come to the original pinhole.   _________

 18. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Copy an Angle.”  _________

 19. DEMONSTRATION: Draw several different angles and copy them 
using your compass. _________

 20. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Construct a 60° Angle.”  _________

 21. DEMONSTRATION: 

a) Do the construction illustrated. Verify it with a protractor. ___ 

b) Repeat the construction using an arc instead of a complete circle. ___ 

c) What is the smallest arc that will work? ___ _________

 22. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Divide a Circle into Six Equal Arcs 
or Chords.”  _________

 23. DEMONSTRATION: Do the construction illustrated, making it fairly  
large.   _________ 

 24. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Construct a Parallel Line.”  _________

 25. DEMONSTRATION: Draw a line segment. Use the method shown to 
construct a parallel line. _________
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 26. READ: Chapter 4, section “How to Divide a Line into Equal Parts.”  _________

 27. DEMONSTRATION: Draw a line segment and use the method shown 
to divide it into five equal parts.   _________

 28. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Figure out a way to apply the principle 
you used in the demonstration without doing any construction, by 
using a piece of lined paper as a tool. Use this method to quickly 
divide the length of a pencil into seven equal parts. (A solution for this 
is included in Answers to Exercises in the appendix.) _________

 29. READ: Chapter 4, section “Uses of Constructions.” _________

 C. LINES AND ANGLES

 1. READ: Chapter 5 Finding Unknown Angles, up to heading “Right Angles.” _________

 2. DEMONSTRATION: Draw several supplementary angles.   _________

 3. DRILL: Exercise 4 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.  ____  ____

 4. READ: Chapter 5, section “Right Angles.” _________

 5. DEMONSTRATION: Draw several complementary angles. _________

 6. DRILL: Exercise 5 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.  ____  ____

 7. READ: Chapter 5, section “Intersecting Lines.” _________

 8. ESSAY: Suppose you and a friend are sharing a pizza, and the pizza 
has been cut into eight pieces by four cuts through the center, but the 
pieces are not all the same size. If you pick pieces alternately and your 
friend takes the first piece, use the rule of intersecting lines to develop 
a strategy for getting exactly half of the pizza. ____  ____

 9. DRILL: Exercise 6 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.  ____  ____

 10. READ: Chapter 6 Geometric Proofs _________

 11. READ: Look over the “References” section in the appendix to get 
familiar with the contents. _________
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 12. READ: Chapter 7 Parallel Lines in a Plane. _________

 13. DEMONSTRATION: Draw each of the three consequences of the 
definition of parallel lines given in the beginning of the chapter. _________

 14. DEMONSTRATION: Assuming rule 5) is true, work out for yourself 
why 2) through 4) follow by the rule of supplements.  Write these 
small proofs down, following the example of the proof given for 1). 
(See answer in appendix.)   _________

 15. DRILL: Exercise 7 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.   ____  ____

 D. POLYGONS AND TRIANGLES

 1. READ: Chapter 8 Polygons. _________

 2. DEMONSTRATION: Draw an example of each type of polygon listed in 
the chapter, different from the ones illustrated.  _________

 3. READ: Chapter 9 Triangles. _________

 4. DEMONSTRATION: Draw an example of each type of triangle 
illustrated in the chapter, by sides, by angles and the combinations. _________

 5. DEMONSTRATION: 

a) Find pictures of an actual bridge and at least one other structure that 
makes structural use of triangles.  Identify as many of the types of 
triangles used in the structures as you can. ___

b) If you wish, make a rectangle and a triangle with popsicle sticks and 
tacks as illustrated in the chapter, and observe how rigid triangles 
are and how well they support things. ___ _________

 6. DRILL: The sum of the angles inside a triangle is 180°.

a) Measure some triangles and match them to the sum rule. ___

b) Copy out the proof given at the end of chapter 9 proving that the 
sum of the angles inside a triangle is 180°.  ___

c) Write out the proof on your own without reference to any  
materials. ___  ____  ____
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 7. READ: Chapter 10 Triangular Constructions, section “How to 
Construct an Equilateral Triangle.” _________

 8. DEMONSTRATION: Construct an equilateral triangle. _________

 9. READ: Chapter 10, section “How to Construct an Equilateral Triangle 
in a Circle.” _________

 10. DEMONSTRATION: Construct an equilateral triangle in a circle. _________

 11. READ: Chapter 10, section “How to Construct a Triangle When Three 
Sides Are Known.” _________

 12. DEMONSTRATION: Draw three different line segments, then construct 
a triangle using them as the sides. _________

 13. READ: Chapter 10, section “How to Construct a Triangle When Two 
Interior Angles Are Known.” _________

 14. DEMONSTRATION: 

a) Draw two angles, then construct a triangle using them. ___ 

b) Construct another triangle with the same angles but a different  
size. ___ 

c) Use the data about the interior angles of a triangle to draw two 
angles that could not be made into a triangle this way.  Work out 
what restriction has to be put on this construction to make it work. 
(See answer in appendix.) ___  _________

 15. READ: Chapter 10, section “How to Construct a Triangle When Two 
Angles and a Side Are Known.” _________

 16. DEMONSTRATION: Draw two angles and a line segment, then 
construct three triangles using them. 

a) Case 1: the two angles share the line segment. ___

b) Case 2: the two angles don’t share the line segment. ___

c) Case 3: the other known angle is on the known side. ___

Work out why you can get three different-sized triangles with these 
constructions, but the shape stays the same. (See answer in appendix.)   _________
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 17. DRILL: Exercise 8 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.   ____  ____

 18. READ: Chapter 10, section “How to Construct a Triangle When Two 
Sides and an Angle Are Known.” _________

 19. DEMONSTRATION: Draw an angle and two line segments, then 
construct a triangle using them. 

a) Case 1: the line segments are the sides of the angle. ___

b) Case 2: one of the line segments is the side opposite the angle. ___ _________

 20. DRILL: Exercise 9 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.   ____  ____

 21. READ: Chapter 10, section “How to Find the Centroid of a Triangle.” _________

 22. DEMONSTRATION: Draw a triangle, then construct the medians and 
find the centroid. _________

 23. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Draw a large triangle on stiff cardboard 
(make one with three unequal sides, not equilateral or isosceles).  Find 
the centroid, then cut out the triangle and see if it balances at the 
centroid.  Try holding it up on the point of a pencil. _________

 24. READ: Chapter 10, section “How to Draw the Circumcircle of a Triangle.” _________

 25. DEMONSTRATION: Draw a triangle, then construct the circumcircle.  
Repeat this on different triangles until you see how it will work on all 
triangles.  Work out why this point is equidistant from the vertexes. 
(See answer in appendix.)   _________

 26. DRILL: Exercise 10 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.   ____  ____

 27. READ: Chapter 10, section “How to Construct a Circle Inscribed in a 
Triangle.” _________

 28. DEMONSTRATION: Draw a large triangle, then construct the inscribed 
circle. Repeat this to show it works for all triangles.  Work out why this 
point is equidistant from the sides. (See answer in appendix.)   _________

 29. READ: Chapter 10, section “How to Construct a Height of a Triangle.” _________
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 30. DEMONSTRATION: Draw a triangle, then construct a height line from 
each vertex to the opposite base.   _________

 31. READ: Chapter 11 Similar Triangles. _________

 32. DEMONSTRATION: Similar triangles.

a) Draw a large right triangle on a regular sheet of paper, with the right 
angle at the top of the paper.  Then construct a height line using 
the hypotenuse as the base.  Show by measuring the angles and 
comparing the ratios of the sides that the two new right triangles 
formed are similar.  ___

b) Draw another large triangle (not necessarily a right triangle), then 
construct a line through the triangle parallel to the base.  Show by 
measuring the angles and comparing the ratios of the sides that the 
new triangle formed is similar to the original.  ___

c) Draw enough different examples of each of the ratio relationships 
mentioned in the chapter to be sure you understand them all and 
agree they are correct. ___ ____  ____

 33. READ: Chapter 12 Some Outside Applications of Similar Triangles. _________

 34. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Outside applications.  Apply the methods 
you learned in the chapter to do the following.  Record your results.

a) Find the angle of elevation of the sun.  (Do this again about an hour 
or so later and compare the angles of elevation.) ___

b) Find the length of your pace to use in pacing off distances for the 
next three parts of this practical application.  (To do this, count your 
paces as you walk a measured distance [of say 50 feet] then divide 
the distance by the number of paces to get the average length of your 
pace.) ___

c) Estimate the height of a tree by using its shadow. ___

d) Estimate the height of a building or other tall object with a ruler. ___

e) Estimate the distance across a river, road, field or canyon. ___ ____  ____

 35. READ: Chapter 13 Congruent Triangles. _________
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 36. DEMONSTRATION: Show the three conditions of congruency:

a) SAS: Draw a triangle and construct a copy of it by applying  
this rule. ___

b) ASA: Draw a triangle and construct a copy of it by applying  
this rule. ___

c) SSS: Draw a triangle and construct a copy of it by applying  
this rule. ___ _________

 37. DRILL: Exercise 11 in Exercises for Plane Geometry. ____  ____

 38. READ: Chapter 14 Quadrilaterals, up to heading “Some General 
Statements About Quadrilaterals.” _________

 39. DEMONSTRATION: Draw each of the eight types of quadrilateral named.   ____  ____

 40. READ and DEMONSTRATION: Chapter 14, section “Some General 
Statements About Quadrilaterals.” As you read, draw diagrams to 
illustrate and test each statement that isn’t already illustrated. _________

 41. DRILL: Develop and write out your own simple proofs of statements 
3 and 4 to show the logic of the steps. (Hint: For #3, use data from 
Chapter 7 Parallel Lines in a Plane.) Supervisor pass (See answer in 
appendix—proof details may vary.) ____  ____

 E. AREAS

 1. READ: Chapter 15 Areas of Polygons, up to heading “Base and Height 
in Parallelograms.” _________

 2. DEMONSTRATION: Draw diagrams to illustrate facts 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9.   _________

 3. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Write up a simple proof of one of the 
above “useful facts.”  Supervisor pass. ____  ____

 4. READ: Chapter 15, section “Base and Height in Parallelograms.” _________

 5. DEMONSTRATION: Draw a few parallelograms of different shapes and 
demonstrate how each can be transformed into a rectangle with the 
same base and height, and the same area.   _________
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 6. DRILL: Draw these parallelograms on graph paper.  Find their areas 
as accurately as you can using base times height, then verify them by 
counting squares (estimate partial squares the best you can).

  base = 10 units, side = 4 units, one angle = 60°

  base = 7 units, side = 6 units, one angle = 110°

(See answer in appendix.)   ____  ____

 7. READ: Chapter 15, section “Areas of Triangles.” _________

 8. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Write out the way to prove the triangle 
area formula (by turning it into a rectangle).  Show that it applies to 
both kinds of triangles pictured. (See answer in appendix.)  ____  ____

 9. DEMONSTRATION: Draw two parallel lines.  Choose a segment AB of 
one of them.  Show that all triangles formed using AB as a base and any 
point on the other line as the opposite vertex have the same area. (See 
answer in appendix.)  _________

 10. READ: Chapter 15, section “Ratios in Similar Triangles.” _________

 11. DEMONSTRATION: Verify that examples of the ratios given in the 
chapter are correct by constructing two similar triangles, measuring 
their sides and calculating all the ratios.  Since your measurements 
are approximations the equalities will be approximate, but if you do it 
carefully they should be close. ____  ____

 12. READ: Chapter 15, section “Areas of Trapezoids.” _________

 13. DRILL: Copy the last figure in chapter 15 and use algebra and 
geometry to write out in detail (i.e., showing all steps, including 
algebra steps) the proof that the length of the median of a trapezoid is 
the average of the lengths of the bases. (See answer in appendix.) ____  ____

 14. DRILL: Exercise 12 in Exercises for Plane Geometry. ____  ____

 15. READ: Chapter 16 Relationships in Right Triangles, up to heading 
“Constructing Right Triangles.” _________

 16. DEMONSTRATION: Draw several different right triangles, measure the 
two sides and use the Pythagorean theorem to find the length of the 
hypotenuse.  Verify your results by measuring the hypotenuse. _________
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 17. READ: Chapter 16, sections “Constructing Right Triangles” and 
“Finding the Length of One Leg of a Right Triangle When the Other 
Leg and the Hypotenuse Are Known.” _________

 18. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Go outdoors and do these constructions 
using string, a tape measure and stakes. Apply the method described in 
the chapter.

a) a square with 30-foot sides ___

b) a rectangle with sides 12 feet and 18 feet ___ ____  ____

 19. READ: Chapter 16, section “More Right Triangle Facts.” _________

 20. DEMONSTRATION: Draw and label right triangles in ways that 
demonstrate facts a. through e.  ____  ____

 21. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Using only algebra and what you know 
about isosceles triangles, write a simple proof of fact f.  Supervisor pass.  ____  ____

 22. READ: Chapter 16, section “How to Find the Height of a Triangle 
When the Sides Are Known.” _________

 23. DRILL: Exercise 13 in Exercises for Plane Geometry. ____  ____

 24. READ: Chapter 17 Special Triangles, up to heading “30°- 60°- 90°  
Triangle.” _________

 25. DEMONSTRATION: 

a) Find or draw several examples of isosceles right triangles.  Use the 
length of a side to figure the length of the hypotenuse of some. ___ 

b) Use the length of the hypotenuse to figure the length of the sides of 
others. ___ 

c) Check your calculations by measuring the triangles. ___ 

d) Bisect the right angle of an isosceles right triangle, and determine 
the relationship of the two new triangles to the original. ___ ____  ____

 26. READ: Chapter 17, section “30°- 60°- 90° Triangle.” _________
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 27. DEMONSTRATION: 

a) Find or draw several examples of 30°- 60°- 90° triangles.  Use the 
length of a side to figure the length of the hypotenuse of some. ___ 

b) Use the length of the hypotenuse to figure the length of the sides of 
others. ___ 

c) Check your calculations by measuring the triangles. ___ ____  ____

 28. DRILL: Write out the algebraic proof that for an equilateral triangle 
A = √3 (½ base)2.  Study it until you can write it out easily without 
looking at your materials.   ____  ____

 29. READ: Chapter 17, section “Example: Finding the Perimeter of a 
Regular Twelve-Sided Polygon.” _________

 30. DEMONSTRATION: Do the construction described to draw your own 
twelve-sided polygon.  Use the same 2-unit radius.  Then check its 
perimeter and calculate its area. (See answer in appendix.) _________

 31. READ: Chapter 17, section “Another Special Triangle.” _________

 32. DEMONSTRATION: Carefully draw a pentagon in a circle by using the 
data given in this section of the chapter and calculate its area (draw the 
circle with a radius of 1.7 units so the sides of the resulting pentagon 
will be 2 units long). (See answer in appendix.) _________

 33. DEMONSTRATION: Sketch a pentagon on graph paper by using 3 : 4 : 
5 triangles to approximate 36°- 54°- 90° triangles.  Think of a situation 
where you might consider this approximation “close enough.” (See 
answer in appendix.) _________

 34. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Look around in your environment  
(man-made and natural) and find examples of the three special 
triangles described in the chapter (by themselves or as parts of 
polygons).  Make a list of the examples you found.  Tell which ones 
seem to be most common in man-made objects and in nature.  Look 
for patterns in things like flowers, leaves and the cross sections of plant 
stems. ____  ____

 35. READ: Chapter 18 Data About Circles, section “Circumference.” _________
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 36. DEMONSTRATION: Show with a sketch how a circle is related to the 
regular polygons. ____  ____

 37. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Measure the circumference and 
diameter of several large circular objects such as a bucket, a barrel, 
and the largest circular object you can find to measure, and use the 
measurements to compute an approximation of π. ____  ____

 38. READ: Chapter 18, section “The Area of a Circle.” _________

 39. READ: Chapter 19 Portions of Circles. _________

 40. DEMONSTRATION: Draw a large circle and use it to illustrate each of 
the definitions and formulas given in the chapter. _________

 41. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Work out and write down a derivation 
of “Area of a sector = ½ r × length of arc” from the two formulas in the 
previous read.  Hint: Write down what you already know about the 
area of a sector and the length of an arc, and see how you can create a 
pair of simultaneous equations that will lead to what you want.  (For 
instance, with the two equations 2x + y = 12 and y – x = 3, you learned 
how to solve for either x or y in terms of the remaining variable, and 
then to use that answer to solve for that variable.  In this particular 
example, you can work out from the second equation that y = x + 3.  
Then substitute x + 3 for y in the first equation, and so on.) (See answer 
in appendix.) ____  ____

 42. DRILL: Exercise 14 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.   ____  ____

 43. DRILL: Exercise 15 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.   ____  ____

 44. DRILL: Each tooth on the front sprocket of a bicycle occupies a  
5° sector; each tooth on the back sprocket occupies a 12° sector.  

a) What is the number of teeth on each sprocket? ___ 

b) What is the ratio of the front sprocket to the back sprocket? ___ 

c) How many times will the wheel go around for each complete turn of 
the pedals? ___ 

d) If the diameter of the front sprocket is 7”, what would you expect 
the diameter of the back sprocket to be? (See answer in appendix.) ___ _________
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 45. READ: Chapter 20 Ellipses, up to heading “Circumference.” _________

 46. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: 

a) Construct several ellipses of various shapes (not too small) using 
the string and tack method.  For each ellipse record the length of 
the string and the distance between the tacks.  Explain how this 
demonstrates what the chapter says about the distances from the foci 
to any point on the ellipse and the length of the major axis. ___

b) Compute the length of the minor axis of each of your ellipses from 
the recorded data by doing the following steps.

1)  Construct the perpendicular bisector of the line segment F1F2  
joining the foci.  This is the minor axis of the ellipse. ___

2)  Show that this can be used to form four right triangles with  
base = ½ F1F2 and hypotenuse = ½ the length of the major axis.  
(Hint: Figure out the relationship between the length of the 
major axis and the length of the string, and why that is.) ___

3)  Use the Pythagorean theorem to solve for ½ the length of the 
minor axis.  Multiply by two to get your result. ___

  Check your calculated result by measuring.  Save your ellipse data for 
the next practical application. 

(See answer in appendix.) ____  ____

 47. READ: Chapter 20, sections “Circumference” and “Area.” _________

 48. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Use the formulas to find the 
circumference (approximately) and area of each ellipse you constructed 
in the last practical application. ____  ____

 49. DRILL: Exercise 16 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.   ____  ____

 50. READ: Chapter 21 Irregular Perimeters and Areas, up to heading “Areas.” _________

 51. DEMONSTRATION: Make sure you understand how the perimeter of 
the figure in the chapter was found.  Then find the area of the figure by 
computing the area of the segment plus the area of the trapezoid. ____  ____

 52. DRILL: Exercise 17 in Exercises for Plane Geometry.   ____  ____
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 53. READ: Chapter 21, sections “Areas” and “A Surprisingly Simple View 
of Area.”  _________

 54. DEMONSTRATION: Show with a sketch the concept that area can be 
interpreted as total height × average width. _________

 55. DRILL: Study the examples in the last chapter until you understand 
clearly how the method of finding an area by dividing it into trapezoids 
works.  Then put aside your materials and write a complete set of 
instructions for applying the method in your own words.  Illustrate it 
with examples.   ____  ____

 56. DRILL: Exercise 18 in Exercises for Plane Geometry. ____  ____

 F. FINAL APPLICATIONS 

 1. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Exercise 19 in Exercises for Plane 
Geometry.  Supervisor pass. ____  ____

 2. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Exercise 20 in Exercises for Plane 
Geometry.  Supervisor pass. ____  ____

 3. READ: Chapter 22 More About Geometry. _________

 4. ESSAY: From your own experiences in doing this course and in 
life, look over how what you have learned from geometry so far is 
applicable for you, and give some examples.  Then say what you might 
hope to gain from further study of geometry. ____  ____

I have completed the steps of this course. I understand what I studied and can use it.

Student _________________________________________________  Date _____________

The student has completed the steps of this course and knows and can apply what was 
studied.  

Academic supervisor _______________________________________  Date _____________

The student has passed the exam for this course.  

Examiner ________________________________________________  Date _____________
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Exercises for  
Plane Geometry

Chapter 2 Geometric Terms

Exercise 1. Write in the three-letter name of each angle, using       and  ∠  symbols as shown 
in chapter 2.

B 

A 

C  
O  

A 

C  

B 

B 

A 

C  

D  

D  

F 

E 

G  

N  O  

Exercise 2. Write the names of the parts of this circle labeled A through F.

D

E

C

B

A

F
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Chapter 3 Measuring Angles

Exercise 3. Measuring angles (use a protractor).

a) Draw these angles:  

 12°, 45°, 90°, 30°, 60°, 120°, 135°, 54°.  For each one tell if it is acute, obtuse or right.

b) Find, measure, and label the acute angle below.

c) Find, measure, and label the obtuse angle below.

d) Find, measure, and label the right angle below.

A

B

C

D

G

H

I

F

E

Chapter 5 Finding Unknown Angles

Exercise 4. Find the sizes of the unlabeled angles by using data about supplementary angles, 
and write them in.  [Hint: for d), e), f), k) and l) you have to add angles as you go and look 
at supplements on more than one straight angle.]

a) 
55°

 b) 
90°

 c) 60°

d) 

90°

 e) 

30°

 f) 

45°
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g) 

 45°

90°

 h) 

90°

 i) 

  

30° 60°

j) 

 

30° 30°

35°35°

 k) 

40°

70°

 l) 

45°

45°

90°

Exercise 5. Find the sizes of the unknown angles by using data on complementary angles, 
and write them in.

a) 
45°

 b) 

30°

 c) 

 

15°

20°

Exercise 6. Find the sizes of all the unknown angles by using supplements, complements 
and intersecting lines, and write them in.

a) 

110°

40°

 b) 

35°

 c) 
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d) 

35°
35°

 e) 

60°

 f) 

24°

g)  h) 

55°

20°30°

 i) 

j) 

15°

37°

54°

 k) 

34°

22°

 l) 

30°

Exercise 7. Identify all equal angles and parallel lines (some are already labeled).

a)  b)  c) 
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d)  e)  f)

g) h)  i) 

j) k)  l)

m) The markings given on the last figure above l) are actually more than are needed to be 
able to work out all the equal angles and parallel lines. Study the figure and come up 
with a different set of markings that you think might be the fewest needed on this figure 
from which a person could work out the rest.

Chapter 10 Triangular Constructions

Exercise 8. Air traffic controllers at two airports 20 miles apart have radio contact with a 
small plane. The pilot reports that he is encountering severe weather and wants to land at 
the nearer of the two airports. At airport A the radio signal is coming in at an angle of 33° to 
the line between the airports. At airport B the angle is 47° to that line. Sketch a map showing 
two such airports and determine the location of the plane relative to the airports, so you can 
tell which airport is closer.
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Exercise 9. Compass bearings are given in degrees, reading clockwise with North at 0°.  
A pirate ship in the Caribbean has just left the small island you are on. The pirate captain, 
who you are trying to catch up with, left a note saying he will be sailing on a bearing of 227° 
toward another island that is 41 nautical miles away, and after he visits the second island he 
will sail on to a third, which is 63 nautical miles away from the second on a bearing of 114°.  
Sketch a map of the three islands.  How far is the third island from the one you are on, if 
you were to sail directly there? What compass bearing should you follow?  (Hint: Draw a line 
pointing north from the island you are on, and use your protractor to draw a line on the first 
bearing.  Select a scale and mark off the distance.  Repeat this at the second island.  Draw the 
picture accurately and then measure.)  

Exercise 10. A magnitude 3 earthquake has just occurred in California. Seismographs in San 
Francisco, Stockton and Santa Cruz all registered the shock at very nearly the same instant. 
This means that they are all about the same distance from the epicenter of the quake. Locate 
the epicenter of this earthquake on the map below by finding the center of the circumcircle 
of the triangle formed by these three cities.

Santa Rosa

Stockton

San Fransisco

San Jose

Santa Cruz
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Chapter 13 Congruent Triangles

Exercise 11. Decide if the triangles are congruent and tell which condition you applied.  

a)   b)     c)

d)     e) 

 Chapter 15 Areas of Polygons

Exercise 12. Find the area of each of these polygons by using the trapezoid rule, or by 
breaking it up into rectangles and triangles and applying those formulas. Verify your results 
by counting squares.

      a)                                                b)                                       c)

      d)                                                e)                                       f)
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Chapter 16 Relationships In Right Triangles

Exercise 13. Find the height and area of each of these triangles.  (You might want to start by 
writing general formulas for x and h.)  (Note that in a., b., c. and d. below, the length shown 
at the base of each large triangle is the total length, not the length of the base of one of the 
smaller triangles.)

 a)                     b) 

 c)

 d)   e) 

 f)   g) 

3 4

5
7 8

9
1.5 1.5

2

45

5

4

5 5

4 6

8

3

5

5
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Chapter 19 Portions of Circles

Exercise 14. For each of the following figures find:

a) the radius

b) each central angle

c) the length of the arc of each sector

d) the area of each sector

e) the sum of the arcs (always = circumference)

f) the circumference

g) the sum of the areas of the sectors (always = total area)

h) the area of the circle

i) the sum of the central angles (always = 360°)

j) the area of segment CD of the circle on the bottom left.

( 
O

A

AB = 2 cm

B

20°
45°

30°

O

d = 6 cm

Chords AB = BC = CD

d = 7 cm 25°
A D

B C

Area of Sector AOB = 18.8 cm2

60°

23°
23°

O

A

B
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Exercise 15. For this figure find the area of

a) sector AOC

b) △ AOC

c) segment ABC

d) the four segments combined

e) rectangle ACEG

Chapter 20 Ellipses

Exercise 16. The orbits of the planets are ellipses (with the sun at one focus).  They are all 
pretty nearly circular, so the approximate equations for the circumference of an ellipse can be 
applied with reasonable accuracy.  The following table gives the major and minor axes of the 
orbits of the planets.  Compute the circumferences of their orbits.  About how far does Earth 
travel in its orbit in one day?

Planet a (½ Major Axis) b (½ Minor Axis) Circumference

Mercury 57.92×106 km 51.62×106 km

Venus 108.21×106 km 107.84×106 km

Earth 149.67×106 km 148.41×106 km

Mars 228.10×106 km 217.19×106 km

Jupiter 778.73×106 km 759.65×106 km

Saturn 1427.7×106 km 1387.4×106 km

Uranus 2872.3×106 km 2803.7×106 km

Neptune 4500.7×106 km 4481.3×106 km

Pluto 5905.5×106 km 5119.4×106 km

d = 5
O

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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Chapter 21 Irregular Perimeters and Areas

Exercise 17. Find the perimeters and areas of these figures.

 

O

Exercise 18. Finding irregular areas.

a) Find an approximation of the areas of these figures in inches by using the method of 
parallel trapezoids.  (Pick whatever orientation and spacing you think will give you a 
close approximation.)

b) Using a map, find an approximation of the area (in square miles) of the state of 
Texas.  
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Final Applications

Exercise 19. 

a) Suppose you are walking along a very straight, very level road and there is a 
mountain straight ahead of you.  At one point you stop for a rest and, to amuse 
yourself, you measure the angle to the top of the mountain and find it is about 14°. 
Then you walk on, and 6 miles farther down the road you measure the angle to the 
top of the mountain again. This time you get an angle of about 26½°. 

 Using this data plus a ruler and a protractor, draw a scaled diagram to find out how 
tall the mountain is and how far it would be to the center of its base.

b) Hedgehurst Manor is enclosed 
by a high circular hedgerow, 
and outside of that is a wide 
circular gravel drive. Lady 
Hedgehurst has called upon 
Sledge, the local contractor, 
to pave the drive with 
cobblestones.  Sledge needs to 
know how many cobblestones 
to get to pave the drive. 
He knows that it will take 
roughly two cobblestones per 
square foot. But as for the 
dimensions of the drive, he 
knows only that it is circular.  
Being a commoner, he is not 
permitted inside the hedgerow so he cannot measure the radius.  Sledge is adept at 
geometry, and by making one simple measurement (tangent to the circle forming the 
inner edge of the drive, as shown on the diagram—Sledge knows that the tangent 
is perpendicular to a radius) he gets all the information he needs to determine the 
area of the drive (he does not even have to measure the width of the drive). Use your 
knowledge of circular areas and the Pythagorean theorem to see how he worked it out. 

 Hint: Draw the radii from the center of Hedgehurst Manor to the points where 
Sledge’s line touches the outer circumference. Then draw the radius that bisects 
Sledge’s line. What do you know about the resulting triangles?  How could you 
use the Pythagorean theorem to calculate areas of the two circles with the two radii 
pictured above?

 R2 = r2 + 1002 = hypotenuse of right triangle

 πR2 – πr2 = area of drive

 For πR2 – πr2 what substitution can you make so you only have one variable?

Hedgehurst
 Manor

Sledge measures
200 feet here.
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Exercise 20. Do the following construction.

a) Draw an ellipse (use the string and tack method).

b) Draw lines from the Foci (F1 and F2) to some point P on the ellipse.

c) Extend one of the lines (say line F1P) beyond point P to a point G so that PG is equal 
to F2P (use a compass for this construction step).

d) Draw in the line from F2 to G.

e) Construct the perpendicular bisector of line F2G.  Extend it far enough to reach 
beyond the ellipse.  Call this line AB.

f) Use the facts about triangles to show that line AB must pass through point P.  (Write 
the facts you used on your drawing and explain how they show this.)

g) Study this result, and decide if all other points on AB are outside the ellipse.  If this 
is true, then AB is the tangent to the ellipse at P.  (A tangent is a straight line that 
touches a curve at exactly one point.) 

h) Use the facts about triangles and intersecting lines to show that lines F1P and F2P 
both make the same angle with line AB.  (Again, write the facts you used on your 
drawing and explain how they show this.)

In the physics of light, there is a law that says when light is reflected from a surface (such 
as a mirror), the angle of incidence (the angle the incoming ray makes with the surface) is 
the same as the angle of reflection (the angle between the surface and the outgoing ray).  
Therefore you have shown in h) that if your ellipse were a mirror, a ray of light going from F1 

to P will be reflected back to F2, and vice versa.  This will be true for any point on the ellipse.  
The same law holds for sound waves.  

Thus you have shown that, for example, if you and a friend were in a building whose walls 
were built in the shape of an ellipse, and you stood at one focus while your friend stood at 
the other, your slightest whisper would be reflected off of all the walls and converge where 
your friend was standing, so you could hear each other clearly.
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